chan.02

The transformable hanging lamp

«chan.02» is a flexible and adaptable LED lamp that makes your interior
a poetry of light. With «chan.02» you can fully brighten your living space
or play with the different shades of dim and bright light. You design
your own light effects according to your needs and personal taste.

Stylish interiors need matching lights.
«chan.02» is a poetic light object which complements interior design
at its best. Due to the variability of the lampshade, can according to the
selected folding, more or less light pass into the room.

> more details sapperlot.ch

concept
«chan.02» comes with a compact
construction set and can easily be
built together. Depending on how the
lampshade is folded, different light
variations occur.
The name «chan.02» is inspired by the
fashion label Chanel and its black and
white dress collections. Number .02
means that it is the No. 2 of the chan lighting collection.
The „chan.02» LED-lamp is available in
sizes S, M and L.

The lampshade is made of a tear-resistant
nylon fabric and can be shaped in various
forms. Depending on the folding, air
is transported and dissipated in the
lampshade. The fabric is impermeable to
air and stabilized by the folding structure.
The black and white textile surfaces define
the amount of light that illuminates the
room. The black areas concentrate the
amount of light and the white spread it in
the room.

In the design planning phase of chan.
collection the bionic approach played a
significant role. Observing grasses as well
as the opening of flowers and the effect
of in- and outflow of air gave important
impetuses for the composition of the
object.

«chan.02» is based on the concept of
sustainable design. Its folding mechanism
does not require much material and the
LED technology allows to use energy
economically. The luminaire is easy to
transport as its parts can be folded.
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assembly

1 Insert the rods within the layers of fabric in the
angle bars.
2 Attach the lampshade on the terminals.
3 the clamping ring screw on the lamp holder.
4 The LED bulbs screw.

fold

lampshade - variation

lampshade- size

technical details
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chan.02 must only use LED-light bulb (retrofit, E27-base) mode!
reccommendations:
> Philips LED-light blub, 13 W (75 W) / (1055 lumens), E27-base, warm white (8718291708421)
> Philips HUE
Cleaning with a dry swab!
> The lamp holder is made of bakelite and about 1.5 meter long black textile cable
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